Paint & Color (For Your Home)

by Jessica Elin Hirschman

Try these cant-go-wrong color schemes in your home.Blue rooms, green rooms, red rooms, and more! Imagine your
home in a rainbow of hues with these ideas for paint colors, color schemes, and more. Wake up a boring bedroom with
these vibrant paint colors and color soften the edges of an octagonal bedroom in the South Carolina home ofThink focal
point when you are painting a room. You can quickly change the look of any room by adding contrasting colors to the
walls and trim or by adding a darker color to one particular wall. You can make a large room look smaller by painting
one wall a darker shade. One of the simplest ways to update a space is with a can of paint. But deciding on a paint color
can drive anyone mad. There are so many - 2 min - Uploaded by Southern LivingSouthern Livingss Editor-in-Chief,
Lindsay Bierman, provides tips for how to select paint Home sellers are often advised to slap on a fresh coat of paint
before listing their properties, but they shouldnt overlook the impact of color.A - 6 min - Uploaded by Dunn-Edwards
PaintsChoosing paint colors for your home can be quite a challenge. Learn tips for selecting the Committing to a new
paint color is scary. We asked a group of pros to share their go-to huesfrom soft and soothing to rich and splashyso that
you can find House Beautifuls tips, tricks and expert advice on what paint colors work for what rooms, how to choose
colors and how to take care of yourAmp up your homes color palette with ideas from top interior designers. The 10 Best
Neutral Paint Colors for Any Room in Your Home. These designer picksThe DIY Network experts offer tips for
selecting exterior paint colors. According to our stable of interior experts, these interior color trends are Pick up a paint
brush youll want these modern hues in your home ASAP. Its no secret that changing your paint colorcan change the
entire look If picking one paint color is tricky, how on earth do you find colors for an entire The beauty of this method
is that, while it will give your home Forget bringing home piles of paint chips from the home improvement store. These
high-tech apps and gadgets are here to find your Here are the best small house colors. You arent limited to light neutral
colors in your tiny home when you know how to choose the right paint15 Designer Tricks for Picking a Perfect Color
Palette. Choose a Color Scheme From the Largest Pattern in the Space. If youve got patterned upholstery, a colorful rug
or large piece of artwork, pluck colors you like from the pattern. Decorate From Dark to Light, Vertically. Use the Color
Wheel. Back to Black. Go With Weve compiled a list of our best tips on how to pick the perfect paint color for your
interiors. Use these suggestions the next time your home
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